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Abstract
Healthcare decision makers are increasingly demanding that health technology assessment
(HTA) is patient focused, and considers data about patients’ perspectives on and
experiences with health technologies in their everyday lives. Related data are typically
generated through qualitative research, and in HTA the typical approach is to synthesize
primary qualitative research through the conduct of qualitative evidence synthesis (QES).
Abbreviated HTA timelines often do not allow for the full 6–12 months it may take to
complete a QES, which has prompted the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies
in Health (CADTH) to explore the concept of “rapid qualitative evidence synthesis”
(rQES). In this paper, we describe our experiences conducting three rQES at CADTH, and
reflect on challenges faced, successes, and lessons learned. Given limited
methodological guidance to guide this work, our aim is to provide insight for
researchers who may contemplate rQES. We suggest several lessons, including strategies
to iteratively develop research questions and search for eligible studies, use search of
filters and limits, and use of a single reviewer experienced in qualitative research
throughout the review process. We acknowledge that there is room for debate, though
believe rQES is a laudable goal and that it is possible to produce a quality, relevant,
and useful product, even under restricted timelines. That said, it is vital to recognize
what is lost in the name of rapidity. We intend our paper to advance the necessary
debate about when rQES may be appropriate, and not, and enable productive
discussions around methodological development.

Background

To better understand the value of health interventions or technologies, decision makers are
increasingly wanting to understand their feasibility and acceptability to patients, and if they
have an impact on patient important outcomes (1). In the field of health technology assess-
ment (HTA), it is recognized that data about patients’ perspectives and experiences help
ensure HTA remains patient-focused, and additionally help in the interpretation of economic
and clinical data through consideration of how patients use health technologies in their every-
day lives and their interactions with the healthcare system. In this way, HTA decisions can be
informed by the values, beliefs, perspectives, experiences, and preferences of patients who are
the intended users of that technology.

Related data are most commonly generated from the exploration, description, and exami-
nation of patients’ perspectives and experiences using the methods of qualitative research. In
HTA, the typical approach is to conduct rigorous syntheses of primary qualitative research—
referred to as qualitative evidence syntheses (QES) (2)—that document patients’ perspectives
and experiences surrounding health technologies of interest. QES are typically a variant form
of the traditional systematic review design that assesses intervention effects with methodolog-
ical changes made to account for qualitative versus quantitative data. Depending on the spe-
cific methodology, the aim of QES is either to describe and aggregate findings across multiple
primary studies, or to synthesize findings to produce a new, integrative interpretation (3). QES
are becoming more common, as evidenced by the near doubling of published QES in the pre-
vious two decades (4), likely indicating an emerging need, greater capacity, and increased
interest in engaging in QES work.

Since 2016, for example, within the Medical Device and Clinical Interventions portfolio at
the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health (CADTH), a QES to explore
patients’ perspectives and experiences is a typical component of most HTAs. These QES
involve a peer-reviewed systematic search of multiple relevant databases, followed by screening,
selection, data extraction, critical appraisal, and data synthesis by at least two reviewers. While
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these QES can take between 6 and 12 months to produce,
CADTH has received increasing requests to conduct QES under
shorter timelines to meet a range of decision-making needs.
Such requests have led CADTH to explore the concept of
“rapid qualitative evidence synthesis” (rQES), building off their
long-established Rapid Response Service that typically addresses
questions related to clinical benefits, clinical harms, and cost-
effectiveness (5).

While a sizable amount of guidance is available for rapid
reviews of clinical research (e.g., 6), an immediate challenge is
limited guidance on how to conduct rQES. A recent scoping
review found increasing examples of, but no methodological guid-
ance on conducting rQES (7). Since the publication of this scop-
ing review, examples of rQES continue to be published in the
context of HTA and non-HTA (e.g., 8;9). Further, Healthcare
Improvement Scotland has released their guide for conducting
rQES in the context of HTA, indicating increasing interest in pro-
ducing this work within shorter timelines amongst the HTA com-
munity (10).

While not explored conceptually in depth, to our understand-
ing, it stands to reason that a different approach is required for
the rapid synthesis of qualitative literature than clinical literature,
given the fundamental differences in epistemology. It is well
acknowledged that QES researchers need to dedicate long periods
of time to investigate themes, explore unanticipated ideas, problem-
atize theoretical directions, and compare and contrast findings
across participants, studies, and contexts. Not unlike rapid reviews
of clinical research, then, it is therefore expected that abbreviated
timelines will be in tension with the ability to conduct comprehen-
sive and fully rigorous work. What is unclear, however, is whether
the methodological decisions typically applied within rapid reviews
of clinical research have similar implications for the credibility of
rQES, and similar implications for decision making.

With limited guidance on how to conduct rQES, and pressures
to respond to requests for decision support with short timelines,
CADTH has used slightly modified processes and methods from
within their standard Rapid Response Service for some rQES
(11). In this context, the CADTH experience has given rise to an
opportunity to explore the impact of certain procedural and meth-
odological decisions within CADTH rapid responses that may
impact the production and rigor of rQES. We examine our experi-
ences conducting three rQES’s at CADTH and through those
examples describe our experiences and reflections on the challenges
faced, successes and lessons learned as a means to provide some
guidance to researchers who may consider conducting rQES, and
thereby enhance the quality of any resultant rQES. We emphasize
that there is no one definition or approach for conducting rQES. In
this article, we provide a description of an approach used at
CADTH for three projects and reflect on the approach to generate
lessons learned. Our goal is not to provide a comprehensive guide
on conducting rQES, as this type of evidence synthesis is, in our
opinion, too nascent to allow for such guidance given the variety
of time and resource constraints, and decision-making needs they
may be intended to support. Rather, we explore the challenges
we have faced in making certain methodological decisions in
rQES and share these by way of lessons that CADTH has taken for-
ward for the conduct of future rQES.

We first describe the three rQES case studies we selected to
anchor our reflections and experiences and use these case studies
to draw common lessons across multiple topics and policy con-
texts. We then discuss our experiences, reflections, and lessons
learned, to aid researchers who may conduct rQES in HTA. We

conclude this paper by commenting on the limitations of this
paper and invite discussion to further explore best practices mov-
ing forward for this nascent field.

Case studies

We anchor our reflections in the three rQES that were conducted
by the same author, which allowed us to compare the methodo-
logical and procedural choices within the rQES across different
topics and contexts. As with all CADTH rapid response reports,
the research questions were developed in response to an active
request from a Canadian decision maker. Once a request is
received by CADTH, research questions are refined through a col-
laborative process, involving one or more phone calls and emails
as required. The refinement process intends to clearly establish
the policy or practice issue the decision maker is facing and
develop appropriate research questions to help address that
issue. The topics and research questions were as follows:

• Cardiac monitoring: How do patients experience, make decisions
around, and live with outpatient cardiac monitors for the diagno-
sis of stroke, atrial fibrillation, and/or heart failure? (12)

• Prescription drug monitoring programs: How do healthcare pro-
viders who prescribe or dispense monitored drugs use prescrip-
tion drug monitoring programs? (13)

• Opioid agonist treatments: How do people with opioid use disor-
ders, and their healthcare providers, understand, communicate,
and make decisions related to opioid agonist treatments? (14)

The full rapid response reports describing the context, methods,
and results are available on CADTH’s Web site (www.cadth.ca).
Once research questions were refined in collaboration with decision
makers, we (independent of the decision maker) identified congru-
ent selection criteria, and conducted literature searches with a qual-
itative search filter on a combination of the following databases:
PubMed, Medline, CINAHL, the Cochrane Library, and the
University of York Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD)
databases. In addition, the search was limited to 5- (Cardiac
Monitoring) or 10-years (Prescription Drug Monitoring
Programs and Opioid Agonist Treatments) and studies published
in English. A single author (UM) with experience in qualitative
research and guidance from LW screened all retrieved citations
based on the selection criteria through two stages of title and
abstract screening, then full-text screening to identify a set of
included studies (nine for cardiac monitoring, eighteen for pre-
scription drug monitoring programs, and twenty-nine for opioid
agonist treatments). Quality appraisal was conducted by UM
using the Quality of Reporting Tool (QuaRT) as a guide (15), fol-
lowed by data extraction of descriptive study details. UM used a
qualitative meta-synthesis approach to guide data analysis.
Decision makers are once again engaged when a final report devel-
oped using a standardized CADTH template is delivered to them
via email following an internal review, reference check, and format-
ting process. The methodological decisions that were made and
that deviated from standard QES, therefore, were searching fewer
databases, applying date and language limits to the search strategy,
using an abbreviated quality appraisal tool, and using a single
reviewer for the conduct of screening, appraisal, extraction, and
analysis. In total, each rQES was conducted over the course of 4
weeks and each taking approximately 50 h of reviewer time after
the literature search was executed. Table 1 summarizes the
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differences between a typical QES approach and how we conducted
rQES at CADTH for the three case studies.

We engaged in focused discussion, critique, and debate based
on our mutual experiences conducting the three rQES. Debate
occurred through email, and through focused telephone conversa-
tions, and included reflection on memos and notes taken
throughout the conduct of the three rQES. For each step described
in Table 1, we considered the distinct research questions, relevant
and eligible literature, decision-maker goals and needs, and the
final product of each of the three rQES, to draw out our percep-
tions of what went well, and what did not, with an eye to share
reflections and lessons we will take forward to the conduct of
future rQES.

Lessons and experiences conducting rapid qualitative
evidence syntheses

A summary of the experiences, perspectives, and lessons outlined
in this paper is provided in Table 2.

Primary study identification

Formulating a research question
Qualitative research is emergent and iterative and as such, we
believe rQES should maintain these characteristics. In our experi-
ence, iteration at the research question formulation stage is
important to ensure adequate literature is retrieved to respond
to a research question, but not too much that would be unman-
ageable in a rapid context. Further, qualitative research questions
should reflect the nuances of the retrieved body of literature. For
example, our initial research questions for the cardiac monitoring
rQES were constrained to a particular intervention (i.e., implant-
able cardiac monitors) and one population (i.e., patients with
cryptogenic stroke). After searching the literature, however, we
determined that there were few studies that looked at this popu-
lation and intervention specifically (i.e., three studies). Given
the small number of studies available to inform the research ques-
tion, we contemplated for which medical conditions people may
share similar experiences to monitoring for cryptogenic stroke.
Through discussions with decision makers, we consequently
expanded the population scope to include heart failure and atrial
fibrillation. With this broadened focus, we increased the total
number of studies included in the analysis from three studies to
nine studies, thereby incorporating wider dimensions of the phe-
nomenon and ensuring that the HTA decision was supported
with more relevant evidence. On the contrary, our experience
with the opioid agonist treatment rQES required us to narrow
the focus through this iterative process, to ensure the included lit-
erature was manageable in the rapid context. An initial search
identified close to 100 eligible articles, which was deemed impos-
sible to synthesize appropriately by a single reviewer in 5 weeks.
As such, we narrowed the focus to issues related to access and
adherence, which were the primary issues of interest for the deci-
sion maker. At the same time, we acknowledged in the report that
narrowing the focus in this way may have removed important
insight on the topic that could have informed policy perspectives.
We commented on unexplored directions in our analysis in a lim-
itations section, and in an appendix listed citations to each poten-
tially relevant article that was not included in the analysis, such
that decision makers maintained the opportunity to explore
these areas to better inform their policy decisions. In both these
cases, building the research question through an iterative process

helped to ensure that both a relevant and manageable data set was
available to inform the analysis.

Identifying relevant research to answer the research questions
Generally, database searching aims to retrieve literature that com-
prehensively represents the body of evidence relevant to a research
question. In QES, the methods and approaches to literature
searching mirror those employed in quantitative evidence synthe-
ses (18), with some distinctions in terms of which databases are
searched and how the search strategy is constructed. These dis-
tinctions arise from differences in how quantitative and qualita-
tive research are indexed and in what databases. In particular,
qualitative research studies have been found to be poorly indexed
in databases (19), and there is limited empirical guidance on
retrieving and reporting database searching for QES (20), which
complicates the search for and retrieval of relevant studies in a
comprehensive and representative manner.

Due to the poorly indexed nature of qualitative research, data-
base searches may retrieve an unmanageable number of citations.
In addition, search filters for qualitative research may not have
adequate specificity, which further increases the time reviewers
may need to screen citations (21). As such, there is a need to bal-
ance the intended comprehensiveness of database searching with
the time constraints of any given QES, and in particular rQES. In
our rQES work, we have adopted a more rapid approach to data-
base searching that includes limiting the number of databases
searched, the use of date limits (i.e., last 5 or 10 years), the use
of language limits (i.e., English only), and the use of a CADTH
qualitative search filter. In our experience, we have found that
at most 1,000 hits are manageable to screen for rQES within a
5-week time frame. Again, iteration is important when developing
a search strategy. Iteratively moving between question formulation
and literature searching can help ensure a relevant and manage-
able body of included literature. For topics where relevant quali-
tative research may be limited (e.g., cardiac monitoring), the use
of more liberal limits may be appropriate, for example, a 10- ver-
sus 5-year date limit. For other topics that may be more intensely
researched (e.g., opioid agonist treatments), narrower limits—
such 5-year and country limitations—may be applied.

Screening of identified studies

Initial and full-text screening stages
In QES, at least two reviewers perform title/abstract and full-text
screening and reviewers verify each other’s screening results.
Multiple reviewer screening is the most widely adopted practice
in evidence syntheses because it reduces the risk of missing rele-
vant papers (22). However, multiple reviewer screening requires at
least twice the amount of time and attention, which may not be
available in rQES timelines.

In each of our rQES, UM screened through title/abstracts and
full text without verification from another reviewer. This single
screener approach substantially reduced the time needed to screen
and select articles that are eligible for inclusion. By reducing the
time spent on these synthesis activities, more time became avail-
able for analyzing, writing, and reporting the findings in a way
that is useful and appropriate for the HTA questions.

Due to the time constraints of rQES, a single screening
approach appears to be appropriate. However, for the purposes
of transparency and accountability, we detailed our screening
methods, procedures, and tools used in the final reports. If review-
ers are concerned that their screening approaches may result in
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missing relevant papers, then we suggest two solutions. First,
reviewers can employ pilot screening to explore a small subset
of hits and accordingly modify the eligibility criteria to improve
the sensitivity of their strategy. Second, reviewers may consider
discussing their screening with another researcher without a full
verification. In this way, the other researcher who may be periph-
eral to the rQES can help to navigate through screening
challenges.

We also suggest reviewers reflect on the implications of miss-
ing an eligible article through the screening process, and what the
impact may be on the rQES results and their utility for decision
makers. To our knowledge, there has been no research on the
implications of not including all relevant published qualitative
studies in a final QES, in particular relation to missing an article
through use of a single versus multiple screener approach. In our
view, missing an eligible article from a QES may not have the
same implications for HTA decision making compared to missing
an article from a clinical or economic review, although the impli-
cations of both are likely dependent on many factors, such as
study design and quality. The “correct” number of studies to ana-
lyze for QES or rQES is informed by considerations of saturation

with regards to the topic, population, and available literature. For
this reason, we contend that if data saturation appears to be
achieved, concerns over the use of a single reviewer and the con-
sequent potential of missing a relevant article may be at least
somewhat relieved. In our experience, we found that in some
cases reviewing a high number of studies did not meaningfully
change our interpretations; however, it may offer greater depth
and clarity for subgroups characterized by ethnicity, demography,
and sexual orientation, for example. As one example, in one large
QES conducted at CADTH, on the topic of incentives and disin-
centives women face participating in cervical cancer screening,
initial database searching and screening identified 108 eligible
articles. Regular alerts identified an additional 9 eligible articles,
which were subsequently incorporated into the analysis, for a
total of 117 included studies. Overall, the author team agreed
that the nine additional studies found through the alert process
did not substantially change the final themes, categories, and con-
clusions (23), as saturation had primarily already been achieved.
The newly identified included studies did, however, offer greater
depth and clarity for specific subgroups of women characterized
by ethnicity, demography, and sexual orientation.

Table 1. Summary of Differences in a Typical QES and Three rQES Conducted at CADTH

Characteristic/Step QESa rQESb

Analytical Objective • Theory-generating, exploring or testing, aggregative, or
interpretive

• Aggregative, descriptive, and applied

Literature Search • Aim is comprehensiveness and maximizing sensitivity and
specificity

• Comprehensive database and grey literature searches, with
limits placed as directed by the nature of the technology and
evidence base

• Search strategies are developed following the Peer-Review of
Electronic Search Strategies (PRESS) process

• Aim is to identify a manageable (<1,000) set of
citations that include the most relevant, and
typically recent, evidence

• Limited database and grey literature search with
date and language limits used: last 5–10 years,
English-only

• Fewer databases selected and searched
• Did not use the Peer-Review of Electronic Search
Strategies (PRESS) process

Article Screening and
Selection

• Conducted in duplicate by multiple reviewers, based on
consensus methods, to ensure that relevant papers are not
missed

• Based on a priori defined eligibility criteria using PICO
(population, intervention, comparison, outcomes)

• Conducted by one reviewer independently without
verification by or discussion with another reviewer(s)

• Based on a priori defined eligibility criteria using
PICO

Quality Appraisal • Use of a comprehensive tool to guide quality appraisal, for
example, the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research

• Multiple reviewers appraise all included studies to ensure
consistency and agreement between reviewers and appraisals

• The results of quality appraisal described in the findings
section with comments on important gaps in the literature

• Used an abbreviated tool, the Quality of Reporting
Tool (QuaRT) to guide appraisal

• Conducted by one reviewer independently without
verification by or discussion with another reviewer(s)

• Emphasis on intra-appraiser consistency
• The results of quality appraisal described in the
findings section with comments on important gaps
in the literature

Data Extraction of Study
and Patient Characteristics

• Conducted in duplicate by multiple reviewers, based on
consensus methods, to ensure that no errors are made

• Guided by the policy issue to ensure focus on most relevant
data

• Conducted by one reviewer independently without
verification by or discussion with another reviewer(s)

• Guided by the policy issue to ensure focus on most
relevant data

Data Synthesis, Coding, and
Writing

• Multiple reviewers involved in extensive discussions and
memoing to reveal disconfirming cases and seek dissonance

• Emphasis on depth and breadth of analysis, ensuring relevance
to policy issue

• Emphasis on not only categories and themes most frequently
reported but also those that provide a conceptual lens to view
the policy issue

• Conducted by one reviewer using memos as
signposts for different analytic threads

• Discussed emergent findings with an experienced
qualitative reviewer after initial coding

• Emphasis on themes and categories most
frequently reported and relevant to policy issue

aThese steps refer to a typical qualitative meta-synthesis approach (e.g., 16), which are followed for full QES at CADTH when timelines allow, acknowledging there is wide variation in
approaches based on epistemology, resources, audience, and type of data (17).
bThese experiences represent what we have done in the three rQES at CADTH.
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When considering the implications of missing an eligible arti-
cle through the use of a single versus multiple screeners, it may
help to contemplate the notion of data saturation and the impor-
tance of providing a rich analysis of all relevant subgroups, or if a
higher-level descriptive outline of the issues relevant to the policy
question is sufficient. Notwithstanding, these reflections need to

be documented in the limitations section of the final rQES report
for transparency.

Quality appraisal
Similar to screening, quality appraisal in QES usually occurs with
two appraisers who verify each other’s adjudications. Multiple

Table 2. Summary of Experiences, Perspectives, and Lessons from Conducting Three rQES at CADTH

rQES Step Experience Perspective Lesson

Formulating Research
Questions

Iterative research question and
search development using PICO.

Iteration ensures that the available
literature is aligned with the rQES
research questions and also of a
manageable volume with the rapid
context.

Iteration is necessary to ensure
sufficient and manageable literature to
answer the research questions. It can
help prevent an “empty” rQES in
situations where there has been little
to no research published on a specific
technology and condition; and, it can
also prevent an unmanageable
number of citations for heavily
researched areas.

Identifying Relevant
Research to Answer the
Research Questions

The number of databases searched
as well as date and language limits
used at times retrieved too few or
too many citations.

Comprehensive database searching in
QES takes time, which may not be
available in rQES. rQES requires a more
rapid search approach that limits
literature by scope or focus.

Search limits, including date limits,
language limits, and study design
filters, are required for rQES. Iterative
search development and question
formulation will add time to the review
process upfront but will help ensure a
sufficient and manageable body of
literature. Search limits may be more
broad or narrow, depending on the
quantity of research published for a
particular topic.

Initial and Full-text
Screening Stages

Using a single reviewer for title,
abstract, and full-text screening
substantially reduced the time spent
on this step.

Since less time is spent on screening,
more time is available for analysis and
writing to ensure that the findings
respond directly to the research
question(s).

Using a single screener may reduce
time needed to screen but may
introduce opportunities to miss
articles that may be relevant to the
policy problem. Reviewers should
detail the screening methods,
procedures, and tools used in the final
rQES report for transparency and
accountability. Reviewers can also
conduct pilot screening, or discuss
screening decisions with a colleague.

Quality Appraisal One reviewer appraised included
studies using a brief tool, QuaRT.

The QuaRT tool is advantageous in
rQES because it is brief and focuses on
the most commonly reported
methodological details of qualitative
studies. This characteristic ensures that
quality adjudications are aligned with
how primary study authors have
chosen to frame the methodology and
methods of their manuscript. A single
reviewer with experience in qualitative
research facilitated rigorous quality
appraisal.

Using a brief tool to guide appraisal is
feasible in a rapid context, although
the appraiser should have previous
exposure to the principles of
qualitative research design and
conduct.

Extracting Descriptive
(Study and Patient
Characteristics) Data

A single reviewer extracted data from
included studies into a standardized
data extraction form at the same
time as conducting quality appraisal.

Performing descriptive data extraction
and quality appraisal simultaneously
saves time because included articles
have to only be reviewed once.

Conducting descriptive data extraction
and quality appraisal simultaneously
saves time and broadens how the
quality of included studies can be
represented in the final report.

Synthesizing and
Writing the Findings

One theme that captures the most
relevant data anchored our writing
of narrative summaries for remaining
themes. Time did not allow for
attention to and reporting of all
concepts represented in the primary
literature.

Synthesizing and writing concurrently
and iteratively allows the reviewer to
stay close to the pre-specified research
and policy questions. Using one theme
as an anchor helped to maintain
alignment between the rQES results
and the research questions.

Reviewers must prioritize the reporting
of emergent themes that are present in
the primary literature. They may focus
on the codes, concepts or themes that
are most frequently apparent in the
retrieved literature at the same times
as those themes they deem most
relevant to the policy questions, ideally
through discussion with stakeholders.
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appraisers also discuss challenges, issues, and problems with the
quality appraisal process. This step can be time-consuming, espe-
cially when there are a considerable number of articles to appraise.
In our experience, we have shortened the time spent on quality
appraisal by using one reviewer to appraise all eligible studies
and also by using an abbreviated tool to guide the appraisal pro-
cess: The Quality of Reporting Tool (QuaRT) (15).

While a range of tools have been developed to guide quality
appraisal of qualitative research, some more comprehensive and
others more brief, we have used the QuaRT in the three rQES
described here. QuaRT is comprised of four items that assess
quality based on how authors have described methodological
details of four commonly reported study characteristics: research
question and study design, selection of participants, methods of
data collection, and methods of data analysis (15). We chose to
use QuaRT for two reasons. First, it is a brief tool that saves
time in a rapid review context. Second, this tool helps to address
the scholarly discussion concerning the discrepancies between
methodological details reported in a qualitative manuscript and
its design and conduct. Some scholars have asserted that quality
appraisal of qualitative research may seek to evaluate the design
and conduct of a study but in actuality assess how the manuscript
reports methodological details (24). However, since QuaRT
focuses on the four methodological characteristics that in our
experience have almost always been present in qualitative manu-
scripts, we believe that this tool reduces the ambiguity appraisers
may experience during this step. In our final reports, we summa-
rized the findings of quality appraisal narratively in the text, high-
lighting major points for consideration, and also depicted the
strengths and limitations of each study in a table at the end of
each report.

It is notable to mention, however, reviewers using QuaRT or
any tool for appraising qualitative research should have a level
of exposure to the various methodological issues in conducting
qualitative studies. In our context, UM had considerable experi-
ence with the principles of qualitative research design and con-
duct, which facilitated a rigorous appraisal of included
qualitative manuscripts. For reviewers who have little or no expe-
rience in qualitative research, however, using a tool such as
QuaRT may lead to intense ambiguity surrounding how quality
influences the overall findings.

Inclusion, synthesis, and reporting

Extracting descriptive (study and patient characteristics) data
In this step, descriptive data of included studies and their partic-
ipants are extracted from eligible articles. Descriptive data extrac-
tion is a distinct step from the synthesis of findings and aims to
clarify the data set and inform priorities for synthesis and writing
the findings. In this way, data extraction provides the foundation
for data synthesis. For our three rQES, UM conducted descriptive
data extraction alongside quality appraisal. Descriptive study
details included first author, publication year, country where the
research was conducted, study objectives, study design or analytic
approach, study setting, sample size, inclusion criteria, and data
collection method(s). Descriptive participant characteristics
included age range in years, percentage of male participants,
and the type of health technology used in each study. If a study
did not report on one or more of these details, then we identified
the characteristic as NR (not reported). Since a single reviewer
used a standardized process for descriptive data extraction, and
that this step was performed concurrently with quality appraisal,

there was a considerable amount of time saved that was then used
to ensure that the synthesized findings were well described and
relevant to the policy questions. We suggest that the extraction
of descriptive data be conducted by a single reviewer in rQES,
as the time savings can be substantial with limited impact on
overall review quality.

Synthesizing and writing the findings
In most qualitative projects, researchers work collaboratively
through data extraction, analysis, and writing. Collaboration is
especially pertinent for QES where multiple investigators contrib-
ute through co-reflection and co-iteration. There are many bene-
fits to collaborative research such as researcher triangulation,
improved depth of the findings, and the discovery of theoretical
nuances through collective knowledge-building. However, collab-
orative research takes more time and resources that may not be
available to researchers conducting rQES.

As we used only one reviewer in our three rQES, the relation-
ship between the researcher and research was different than in
more typical QES or primary qualitative research. In particular,
the emphasis was less on the interactions, relationships, and com-
munications between researchers, and more on the internal cog-
nitive processes and knowledge structures that the single
reviewer employed. UM used strategies such as reflexivity and
personal verification to improve the rigor of his work. The role
of researcher in this case was not to manage the various concep-
tualizations and interpretations that emerge from a collaborative
dialogue, but to pursue theoretical insights that came from indi-
vidual cognitive processes. The advantage of this approach is
that it takes less time, making it more appropriate for a rapid
review context.

In our experience, synthesizing and writing happened some-
what concurrently and iteratively. Initially, for each rQES, UM
conducted initial coding on five included articles. UM then com-
posed a Word document with all codes developed from the five
articles, including a schema of these codes and a set of broad
themes and their definitions. A discussion with a second
researcher, LW, occurred to probe the emergent themes and
seek alternative organizations and explanations before using the
schema to code the remaining studies. It is important to note
that to save time, UM examined articles only once; the Word
document served as the primary resource for focused coding
and writing narrative summaries of themes.

For writing the findings, UM reflected on the research ques-
tions and data, and then determined which emergent theme
was most relevant to the question and captured the most relevant
data. UM then used this theme as the anchor for writing the entire
results sections and descriptions of each theme. Through this
approach, the reporting of findings remained aggregative, descrip-
tive, and applied to the specific policy issue, which we have expe-
rienced to be the most practical and feasible in the context of
rQES. Generally, we aim to discuss the most frequent codes and
concepts present in the data because they have been not only
the easiest to capture but also often the most relevant to the
research questions. We acknowledge this to be in contrast to the
more interpretive nature of full QES, where conceptual power,
theory, and moral implications may be important considerations.

Once a narrative description for the first theme was produced,
UM repeated the same process for other themes. As UM wrote the
summaries for each theme, he reviewed and modified the summa-
ries of other themes to better align codes and concepts and
improve relevance of the findings. It is important to note that
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due to the richness of qualitative data and time constraints of
rQES, we have not been able to include all possible themes or con-
cepts in our final reports. Choices must be made to respect rapid
timelines. Our choices of which themes to prioritize were
informed by their relevance to the overarching research question
and policy questions, and the quantity and quality of data avail-
able. Upfront collaboration and discussion with the decision
maker, to allow for a thorough understanding of the decision
the rQES is intended to support, will help inform choices to pri-
oritize reporting amongst emergent themes. In our rQES, we
balanced keeping decision-makers’ policy questions at the fore-
front of the analysis process, while maintaining an open mind
to unanticipated and emergent themes, ideas, and concepts that
could enhance the interpretations of the topic, as is typical within
any rigorous qualitative research.

Limitations of this paper

The lessons and experiences outlined in this paper derive from
limited experience, specifically the conduct of three distinct
rQES at CADTH. We therefore have as a secondary objective to
raise awareness and initiate discussions on the appropriate meth-
ods to conduct rQES. We acknowledge that given the range of
purposes, timelines, and available expertise, that there will not
be one “right” way to conduct rQES. Instead, rQES methods
should be adapted for the particular context in which a review
is being undertaken such that the most efficient and robust
approach is followed within the given constraints. While this arti-
cle draws on three case examples, as HTA researchers and meth-
odologists, we have published multiple QES and rQES for
different HTA agencies (e.g., 24–30). Reflecting on the three
case examples, our collective experiences should be helpful to
guide researchers producing rQES to make decisions about the
most appropriate approach to support decision making.

While outside the scope of this paper, an important consider-
ation that we did not address is when it may be considered inap-
propriate to conduct an rQES at all, acknowledging the inherent
compromise in rigor, and resultant limitations. We take as a start-
ing point that rQES, as we describe it here, is a laudable goal and
that it is possible to produce a quality, relevant, and useful prod-
uct even under restricted timelines. We suspect others might dis-
agree and may instead believe that the compromises in rigor are
too great, that they do the disciplines of qualitative research a dis-
service. We respect this perspective, although in an applied disci-
pline such as HTA, CADTH has chosen to privilege the provision
of analyses to respond to qualitative questions, while acknowledg-
ing the limitations as opposed to leaving this important informa-
tion out of the decision-making process. For those who may also
wish to engage in an rQES, we suggest some preliminary consid-
erations to help guide decisions as to when rQES may be appro-
priate or not. First, we suggest that rQES should be considered
only when there is a direct request from a decision maker. To
ensure relevance and enhance quality in HTA, a direct request
from a decision maker is essential to avoid research waste and
also inform the adaptation of rQES methods to balance rigor
and timeliness. Further, we suggest that some aspects of the
review process are essential to ensure a quality product. For exam-
ple, the involvement of a Research Information Scientist or
Medical Librarian is essential to optimize the sensitivity and spe-
cificity of a search strategy such that the records returned for
screening are relevant to the topic. Additionally, and as described
above, a reviewer with experience in qualitative research is

essential to ensure a meaningful critical appraisal and coherent
analysis. Finally, rQES must be feasible. While timelines vary
across examples of published rQES (7), from less than 1 month
to up to 6 months, we suggest that anything shorter than the
CADTH timelines (4 weeks, with 50 h of reviewer time postsearch
strategy execution) may be unfeasible. If less time is available, a
different approach to addressing decision-maker needs may be
required. Again, we invite discussions as to when rQES may be
appropriate, or not, and suggest the considerations in this paper
as a starting point.

Discussion

Qualitative research seeks depth, explanation, and exploration of
phenomena, which typically takes considerable time to become
appropriately immersed in data in order to develop a credible, rel-
evant, and rigorous analysis. Unfortunately, healthcare decision
makers do not always have the time to wait for such analyses;
and this situation has given rise to the rQES. With the alternative
to leave important qualitative information out of decision making,
CADTH has begun to explore appropriate research methods to
produce rQES. In this article, we describe our experience conduct-
ing three rQES’s at CADTH as a means to identify lessons learned
and ultimately provide some guidance to researchers who may
also be contemplating rQES for their own purposes. We intend
our reflections and lessons learned to add to the limited published
guidance on the conduct of rQES. Our reflections here primarily
mirror the only published guidance of which we are aware: guid-
ance published by Healthcare Improvement Scotland in 2019, to
which CADTH also contributed. Collectively, these highlight the
need to tailor methodological choices to available time, resources,
and expertise, acknowledging again that there is no one “right”
way to conduct rQES. For example, both sets of guidance suggest
engagement with the end-user during the research question for-
mulation stage and tailoring the scope of a review to ensure a
manageable set of useful and relevant studies. Recommended ana-
lytic approaches vary, however, between the sets of guidance,
which appears to reflect stronger traditions of framework synthe-
sis in the United Kingdom and meta-synthesis in Canada.

Overall, we reflect that an aggregative, descriptive, and applied
approach to rQES is feasible and can be rigorous. Since HTA is an
applied field, a descriptive approach may be appropriate because
more attention can be placed on describing, identifying, and elab-
orating the implications of evidence on HTA questions and less
time on more interpretive dimensions of qualitative inquiry that
may be less relevant to decision makers and more time-
consuming to generate.

In all cases, it remains important to adapt the level of analysis
to the unique needs of the research and policy questions at hand.
Consequently, it is equally vital to recognize what is lost and
gained due to methodological decisions that must be made in
the name of rapidity. There are real challenges to keeping rQES
“qualitative” by conducting review steps rapidly—reviewers may
lose the ability to be iterative and emergent in a way that is
grounded in the data. For a field that at times must argue for
its relevance at decision-making tables, it is perhaps even more
important for people conducting rQES to consider and transpar-
ently report the implications of methodological decisions, so as to
not leave the impression that qualitative research can be done
quickly without compromising rigor. We are aware that for
some researchers who have years of experience conducting qual-
itative research, rQES may invoke feelings of discomfort, unease,
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and “low-quality” because foundational steps that exemplify rig-
orous qualitative research are often skipped or shortened.
Indeed, we experience the same discomfort, resulting for example
through the lack of opportunity to explore connections between
concepts and themes, conduct comparative analyses, more ful-
somely elaborate analytic ideas, or explore alternative explanations
for observations. As with the more established traditions of rapid
clinical reviews, we have however, privileged the priority of pro-
viding decision makers with some evidence regarding patients’
perspectives and experiences while acknowledging the shortcomings
of the rapid approach, in particular a tradeoff between rigor and rel-
evance. In response to increasing requests from decision makers,
CADTH continues to produce rQES and continues to keep reflec-
tions on methodological rigor at the fore. As appropriate, different
methods for searching (e.g., adapting search filters, cluster search-
ing), screening (e.g., automation), quality appraisal (e.g., concept-
based), and reporting are or will be tried, to assess the impact on
the balance of rigor and timeliness. We invite discussions on meth-
ods used by others who have followed a rapid approach, and collab-
oration to explore best practices moving forward.
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